In this paper, we are introducing a new android application (app) in which the Braille characters Keyboard is used to enable text to speech on the android mobile phone. This application is mainly suitable for visually impaired people who mainly depend on their tactical sense. Most of the devices having Touch-screens, which are inaccessible to visually impaired people due to the lack of own sense to recognize position on the Touchscreen keyboard. They require user to find the location on the screen to interact with the application. The proposed application deals with the design and development of a Braille keyboard for sending message and making call. In this project, the Braille Keyboard is designed to enable the text to speech on the android mobile phone. Keyboard is designed in this application by using the same method as how the characters are designed in Braille language, in Braille language characters are designed by using six dots which are positioned in three columns and two rows.
II. BRAILLE LANGUAGE AND WORKING
Braille language is a tactical system of reading and writing used by VI people. In this system, the raised dots and bumps represent the characters where the VI people identify these characters by use their fingertips. Braille cell compose with six dots in two columns as three dots organised each column. Figure 1 represents the Braille letters and numbers. The dots are numbered in a systematic order wherein the first column has one, two, three dots and second column has four, five, six dots. The first column has one, two, three dots and second column has four, five, six dots. Characters are denoted by combination of these six dots.
Figure1. Braille Letters and Numbers
The representation of numbers 0-9 has the same representation as first ten alphabets e.g. alphabet 'a' represents number '1', alphabet 'b' represents '2' and alphabet 'j' represents '0' etc. We have also used the same method of representing letters and numbers in our Braille application. In addition to that, our application is also having the feature of Text to Speech which produces the audio corresponding to the character typed by the VI user. Thus, the VI user can be conscious about the text may require to type. This app has three modules such as dictionary, keyboard and call. Dictionary is used as the reference for the letters from A to Z and numbers as well as special symbols in Braille language. By referring this Dictionary, one can understand and can give instructions to VI people at their first stage of using application. Keyboard is used for typing the messages and Call module is used make a call.
Typing and editing in Touch screen keyboard using Algorithm
This application is mainly based on the Braille language with two columns and three rows. The general method used by blind people is to read and write the dots from left to right. The same method is used in this application allows the user to enter the dots from left to right. Each dot is activated individually by single tap on keyboard. For example if user taps the first dot in the keyboard it represents the alphabet 'a' and the software read outs the alphabet to make sure about the letter has taped. After short interval of screen will get refresh then user can tap the next letter. After the completion of typing required text blind person can send the message to the intended person by doing long press on any of the six dots of keyboard. Six dots of keyboard will save six mobile numbers that are given by the VI user to developer while developing the app .
In our approach we are using an algorithm to analyze the relationship between the active dots based on the coordination and distance between them. For example user taps one tap on the left dot it will represents letter 'a', if user taps two taps one below other it represents letter 'b' so it represents user activated first dots in the Braille keyboard. If user stops taping the dots for short interval of time then our algorithm will taps the letter on the text box and read outs the letter. The main advantage of algorithm is it will analyze the relationship between the dots and interprets the character; application uses the text to speech after a short interval to confirm the intended letter has been taped or not, error rate is significantly reduced by using this text to speech technique, this application is useful for both stationary people and those who are on the move. There are some typing operations such as space and back space which are not performed by Braille dots in the Braille keyboard because there are specific buttons on the Braille keyboard to perform those function, there are letters, numbers and special symbols which are designed by the algorithm by analyzing the relationship between the dots, for example if the VI user types the single dot it will analyze the character and deeply it as character 'a' or '1' based on the dot he has pressed. The relation among the dots is analyzed before displaying the character on text box. 
Figure 2. Sample of categorization of Braille letters based on number of dots
The factors used to indicate the relation among the dots in Braille are 1.
The coordinates (X,Y) are the values for each dot 2.
The value D is the distance between two dots and it is a defined value 3.
The number of dots in each letter
Advantages of Algorithm
The main advantage of algorithm is it will analyze the relationship between the dots and interprets the character; application uses the text to speech after a short interval to confirm the intended letter has been taped or not, error rate is significantly reduced by using this text to speech technique, this application is useful for both stationary people and those who are on the move. There are some typing operations such as space and back space which are not performed by Braille dots in the Braille keyboard because there are specific buttons on the Braille keyboard to perform those functions.
User interface design:
In our application user interface is an interaction between the VI person and the Android mobile, in this interface screen is divided into three modules, those are Dictionary, Keyboard, and Call, Dictionary used as reference for the user who is guiding the VI person, Keyboard is used for typing the text and sending text message to the indented person by doing long press on the Braille dot, there are six Braille dots each of them saves one number, text to speech feature will give the audio of typed text and also read out the name of the person before going to send message. Call module is used make a call to the numbers which have been saved in this module also devoleped by text to speech feature which will give the audio of the selected number and person name before calling. Each of the three modules have text to speech feature to make sure about the task VI person has been performed.
Screen Layout
In this application Braille keyboard is designed for the people who knows Braille and can write using Braille and to use this app they must know how to use touch screen devices. entirely speech based which is used to minimize the error rate. ere are six Braille dots each of them saves one number, text to speech feature will give the audio of typed text and also read out the name of the person before going to send message. Call module is used make a call to the numbers which have been saved in six dots of Braille Keyboard, this module also devoleped by text to speech feature which will give the audio of the selected number and person name before calling. Each of the three modules have text to speech feature to has been performed.
Figure 3.User interface1
In this application Braille keyboard is designed for the people who knows Braille and can write using Braille and to use this app they must know how to use touch screen devices. The application is entirely speech based which is used to minimize the error rate. ere are six Braille dots each of them saves one number, text to speech feature will give the audio of typed text and also read out the name of the person before going to send message. Call six dots of Braille Keyboard, this module also devoleped by text to speech feature which will give the audio of the selected number and person name before calling. Each of the three modules have text to speech feature to In this application Braille keyboard is designed for the people who knows Braille and can write using
The application is
